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Client: Carter Wells 
www.carterwellslondon.com 

 
"We are extremely happy with Computer Nerds, you guys have been super helpful with 
sorting out our many technical issues and we’re thrilled to be on board with you!" Alice 
Wells – Carter Wells 
 
Highlights: 
 

- Migration of email from IMAP system to Microsoft Hosted Exchange 2013 + Email Archiving 
- New computers with next gen specs to replace old hardware 
- VOIP handsets to replace old analogue phone system 
- Upgraded broadband from ADSL to 20MB Leased line 

 
The Problem 
 
Carter Wells is a leading service for interior design commissioning. The agency offers access to some 
of London’s most exciting and talented interior designers. 
 
Carter Wells approached Computer Nerds with a list of issues effecting their day to day business 
operations, their email platform was out dated and not working correctly causing endless 
headaches, internet speed was very slow and on top of that some of the computers were past their 
end of life. Lastly they wanted a solution for a better phone system. Computer Nerds identified the 
issues and built a proposal.  
 
The Solution 
 
It was clear that Carter Wells had to be migrated to a far more reliable modern cloud platform and 
with Computer Nerds expertise the solution was easy. 
 
A deployment plan was created along with target dates for the project.  
 

- Setup a new Microsoft Hosted Exchange 2013 platform for their email 
- Migrate all user data including mail, contacts, calendar and public folders away from the old 

IMAP server 
- Supply and setup new workstations with Windows 10 
- Setup new leased line for their broadband increasing speed drastically 
- Supply and setup a new VoIP Phone system replacing their analogue line 
- No downtime and completed as fast as possible 
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Since Carter Wells were in need of a solution as soon as possible, Computer Nerds planned and 
executed the project over a two-week period, ensuring successful migration of the data across to the 
new platform guaranteeing seamless transition and switch over on deploying the new system. All in 
all, the entire migration went smoothly without disruption. 
 
The Result 
 
Carter Wells IT problems have been resolved, Computer Nerds attention to detail and swift action 
ensured a smooth transition from an antiquated system to a modern enterprise level platform that 
will ensure they can work efficiently for many years to come.  
 
With an on-going Unlimited Remote support contract in place Computer Nerds are able to react 
swiftly and efficiently when required.  
 
To speak to one of our consultants please call 0207 381 5544 or visit our website 
www.computernerds.co.uk 
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